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About Us
Since 1994, I am sharing and spreading smiles with thousands of my insurance clients and families.
Great things always begins from inside. I believe in well doing and wellbeing of the society in which
we live and a chance to give pleasure in somehow also the chance to receive. Yes..! This is principle
of life.
Life. Life is a very difficult examination now a days specially. Everyone has a different question paper.
different values, different issues. In today's era of consumerism and with the constantly rising
inflation, many people fail to understand how their monthly salaries get extinguished, leaving them
with very little or absolutely nothing to save and When you have various liabilities and just don't know
how to get out of this Trap. Everybody wants a better lifestyle and comfort. But to meet these needs,
wants and wishes of our families, one may do not have systematic financial plan.
Systematic Investment Plan may enable to achieve all the needs that may arise in one's lifetime. It
ensures that you are well equipped to deal with dynamically changing circumstances such as inflation
and changing lifestyles. I believe in giving the best customized solutions to cover risk profiles and
financial expectations to the families around me.
Life. Life is beautiful song and we must sing and enjoy it, love it, live it and secure it. And to secure
Life, Insurance is a way. Insurance is much cheaper than Life. It is not just buying and selling of
policies....
For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/ramesh-vaman-kanade/aboutus.html

Products & Services

OTHER SERVICES

Group Insurance

New Money Back Plan 25
Years

New Bima Bachat

New Money Back Plan 20
Years

Products & Services

OTHER SERVICES:

New Endowment Plan

New Jeevan Nidhi

Jeevan Arogya

Single Premium Endowment
Plan

Products & Services

OTHER SERVICES:

Child Plans

Anmol Jeevan - II

Jeevan Akshay VI

Amulya Jeevan - II
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